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QUESTION 1

Which two choices are true for Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW)? (Choose two.) 

A. Billing stops only when the ADW is terminated 

B. Billing stops for both CPU usage and storage usage when ADW is stopped 

C. Billing for compute stops when ADW is stopped 

D. Billing for storage continues when ADW is stopped 

Correct Answer: CD 

When Autonomous Databas instance is stopped, CPU billing is halted based on full-hour cycles of usage Billing for
storage continues as long as the service instance exists. and When Autonomous Database instance is started, the CPU
billing is initiated 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the maximum IP address size range that you can have in a Virtual Cloud Network? 

A. /16 

B. /26 

C. /24 

D. /8 

Correct Answer: A 

When you create your VCN, you assign a contiguous IPv4 CIDR block of your choice. VCN sizes ranging from /16
(65,533 IP addresses) to /30 (1 IP address) are allowed. Example: 10.0.0.0/16, 192.168.0.0/24. 

 

QUESTION 3

You want an instance in your compartment to make API calls to other services within Oracle Cloud 

Infrastructure without storing credentials in a configuration file. 

What do you need to do? 

A. No action is required. By default, all VM instances are created with an Instance Principal. 

B. Instances cannot access services outside their compartment. 

C. VM instances are treated as users. Create a user and assign the user to that VM instance. 

D. Create appropriate matching rules in the Dynamic Group to create an Instance Principal. 
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Correct Answer: D 

References: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/iaas/Content/Identity/Tasks/managingdynamicgroups.htm 

 

QUESTION 4

You are working for a financial institution that is currently running two web applications in Oracle Cloud 

Infrastructure (OCI). All resources were created in the root compartment. Your manager asked you to 

deploy new resources to support a proof-of-concept (PoC) for Oracle FlexCube. 

You must ensure that the FlexCube resources are secured and cannot be affected by the team that 

manages the two web applications. 

Which two tasks should you complete to ensure the required security of your resources? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a new compartment for the two web applications and move the existing resources into the compartment.
Deploy the FlexCube application into the root compartment. Create a new policy in the root compartment that gives the
FlexCube project team the ability to manage all resources in the tenancy. 

B. Create a new policy in the root compartment for the FlexCube project team. Assign a policy statement that grants the
FlexCube project team the ability to manage all resources in the tenancy, where a specific tag key and tag value are
present. 

C. Create a Tag Default within the root compartment with a default value of ${iam.principle.name} so that each new
resource created is tagged with the name of the person who created it. Create a new IAM policy that allows users to
only modify resources they created. 

D. Create a new compartment for the two web applications and move the existing resources into this compartment.
Modify the existing policy for the team that manages these applications so that the scope of access is defined as this
new compartment. 

E. Create a new compartment for the FlexCube application deployment. Create a policy in this compartment for the
project team that gives them the ability to manage all resources within the scope of this compartment. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

You must implement a backup solution for your Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW) that will enable you 

to restore data as old as one year with a recovery point objective (RPO) of 10 days. 

Which database backup strategy would you select? 

A. Take weekly manual backups to supplement the automated backups and preserve them for 12 months. 

B. Use the automated backups. 

C. Take monthly manual backups to supplement the automated backups and preserve them for 12 months. 
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D. Take quarterly manual backups to supplement the automated backups and preserve them for 12 months. 

Correct Answer: B 

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure automatically backs up your Autonomous Databases and retains these backups for 60 days.
Automatic backups are weekly full backups and daily incremental backups. You can also create manual backups to
supplement your automatic backups. Manual backups are stored in an Object Storage bucket that you create, and are
retained for 60 days The retention period for manual backups is the same as automatic backups which is 60 days. So
we cannot preserve the backup for 12 months https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/autonomous-data-warehouse-
cloud/user/backupmanual.html#GUID-D95E5D6A-C470-4A68-9545-CC99D937E7D1 

 

QUESTION 6

When creating a subnet, one or more placeholder security lists are often associated with the subnet. Why? 

A. Each operator needs its own security list. 

B. Each protocol needs its own security list. 

C. Each network endpoint or instance in the subnet needs its own security list. 

D. It is not possible to add or remove security lists after a subnet is created. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

References: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/iaas/Content/Network/Concepts/securitylists.htm?tocpath=Services %
7CNetworking%7CAccess%20and%20Security%7C_____3 

 

QUESTION 7

You have the following compartment structure in your tenancy. Root compartment->Training- >Training

subl ->Training-sub2 You create a policy in the root compartment to allow the default admin for the account 

(Administrators) to manage block volumes in compartment Training-sub2. 

What policy would you write to meet this requirement? 

A. Allow group Administrators to manage volume-family in root compartment 

B. Allow group Administrators to manage volume-family in compartment Training-sub1 :Training- sub2 

C. Allow group Administrators to manage volume-family in compartment Training: Training-sub 1 :Training-sub2 

D. Allow group Administrators to manage volume-family in compartment Training-sub2 

Correct Answer: C 

a policy statement must specify the compartment for which access is being granted (or the tenancy). 

Where you create the policy determines who can update the policy. If you attach the policy to the 
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compartment or its parent, you can simply specify the compartment name. If you attach the policy further 

up the hierarchy, you must specify the path. The format of the path is each compartment name (or OCID) 

in the path, separated by a colon: 

:: . . . For example, assume you 

have a three-level compartment hierarchy, shown here: 

You want to create a policy to allow NetworkAdmins to manage VCNs in CompartmentC. If you want to attach this policy
to CompartmentC or to its parent, CompartmentB, write this policy statement: Allow group NewtworkAdmins to manage
virtual-network-family in compartment CompartmentC However, if you want to attach this policy to CompartmentA (so
that only administrators of CompartmentA can modify it), write this policy statement that specifies the path: Allow group
NewtworkAdmins to manage virtual-network-family in compartment CompartmentB:CompartmentC To attach this policy
to the tenancy, write this policy statement that specifies the path from CompartmentA to CompartmentC: Allow group
NewtworkAdmins to manage virtual-network-family in compartment CompartmentA:CompartmentB:CompartmentC 

 

QUESTION 8

An Oracle Cloud Infrastructure tenancy administrator is not able to delete a user in the tenancy. What can cause this
issue? 

A. User has multi-factor authentication (MFA) enabled. 

B. User is member of an Identity and Access Management (IAM) group. 

C. Users can be blocked but not deleted. 

D. User needs to be deleted from federation Identity Provider (IdP) before deleting from IAM. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

You are in the process of setting up a highly available student registration website on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI).
You use a load balancer and a database service on OCI. You launch two compute instances each in a different subnet
and add them to the back end set of a public load balancer. The load balancer is configured correctly and working. You
then deploy the student registration application on these two compute instances. The application can communicate with
the database service. However, when you type the URL of this student registration application in your browser, no web
page appears. What could be the cause? 
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A. The security lists of the subnets on which the two instances are located do not have "allow" rules for port 80 and
443. 

B. The load balancer performed a health check on the application and found that compute instances were not in a
healthy state and terminated the instances. 

C. The client requested https access to the application and the load balancer service does not support end-to-end SSL
from the client to the listener to the back-end set. 

D. The Dynamic Routing Gateway is preventing the client traffic from your data center network from reaching the public
IP of the load balancer. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

A new employee has just started working for your company. You create an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure 

user account for this employee, following which they are able to log in, but still cannot create any 

resources. 

What should you do to resolve this? 

A. Send the employee API Signing Keys to log in. 

B. Delete the account and create another one. 

C. Make sure that the employee is logging in to the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure account from your corporate network
only. 

D. Add the employee to a group with policies to grant access to relevant resources. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

You are running a mission-critical database application in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). You take 

regular backups of your DB system to OCI object storage. Recently, you notice a failed database backup 

status in the console. 

What step can you take to determine the cause of the backup failure? 

A. Ensure that your database host can connect to OCI object storage. 

B. Ensure the database archiving mode is set to NOARCHIVELOG. 

C. Make sure that the database is not active and running while the backup is in progress. 

D. Don\\'t restart the dcsagent program even if it has a status of stop/waiting. 
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Correct Answer: A 

Database backups can fail for various reasons. Typically, a backup fails because either the database host cannot
access the object store, or there are problems on the host or with the database configuration. First need to determining
the Problem In the Console, a failed database backup either displays a status of Failed or hangs in the Backup in
Progress or Creating state. If the error message does not contain enough information to point you to a solution, you can
use the database CLI and log files to gather more data. Then, refer to the applicable section in this topic for a solution.
Database Service Agent Issues Your Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Database makes use of an agent framework to allow
you to manage your database through the cloud platform. Occasionally you might need to restart the dcsagent program
if it has the status of stop/waiting to resolve a backup failure. Object Store Connectivity Issues Backing up your
database to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Object Storage requires that the host can connect to the applicable Swift
endpoint. You can test this connectivity by using a Swift user. Host Issues One or more of the following conditions on
the database host can cause backups to fail: 

-Interactive Commands in the Oracle Profile 

-The File System Is Full 

-Incorrect Version of the Oracle Database Cloud Backup Module 

-Changes to the Site Profile File (glogin.sql) 

Database Issues 

An improper database state or configuration can lead to failed backups. 

-Database Not Running During Backup 

-Archiving Mode Set to NOARCHIVELOG (When you provision a new database, the archiving mode is set 

to ARCHIVELOG by default. This is the required archiving mode for backup operations) 

-Stuck Database Archiver Process and Backup Failures 

-Temporary Tablespace Errors 

-

RMAN Configuration and Backup Failures 

-

RMAN Retention Policy and Backup Failures 

-Loss of Objectstore Wallet File and Backup Failures 

TDE Wallet and Backup Failures 

-

Incorrect TDE Wallet Location Specification 

-

Incorrect State of the TDE Wallet 

-
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Incorrect Configuration Related to the TDE Wallet 

-Missing TDE Wallet File 

As this is not new provisioned database and already in the ARCHIVELOG , regular backups of DB system 

to OCI object storage in places, so the best answers are, 

-Ensure that your database host can connect to the OCI object storage 

-Restart the database service agent 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two use Oracle dynamic routing gateway (DRG) for connectivity? (Choose two.) 

A. Remote virtual cloud network (VCN) peering across region 

B. Oracle IPsec VPN 

C. Local VCN peering 

D. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure FastConnect public peering 

Correct Answer: AB 

References: 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Network/Concepts/fastconnectoverview.htm You use a 

DRG when connecting your existing on-premises network to your virtual cloud network (VCN) with one (or 

both) of these: 

IPSec VPN 

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure FastConnect 

You also use a DRG when peering a VCN with a VCN in a different region: 

Remote VCN Peering (Across Regions) 

 

QUESTION 13

You have five different company locations spread across the US. For a proof-of-concept (POC) you need 

to setup secure and encrypted connectivity to your workloads running in a single virtual cloud network 

(VCN) in the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Ashburn region from all company locations. 

What would meet this requirement? 

A. Create five internet gateways in your VCN and have separate route table for each internet gateway. 
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B. Create five virtual circuits using FastConnect for each company location and terminate those connections on a single
dynamic routing gateway (DRG). Attach that DRG to your VCN. 

C. Create five IPsec connections with each company location and terminate those connections on a single DRG. Attach
that DRG to your VCN. 

D. Create five IPsec VPN connections with each company location and terminate those connections on five separate
DRGs. Attach those DRGs to your VCN. 

Correct Answer: C 

Access to Your On-Premises Network There are two ways to connect your on-premises network to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure: VPN Connect: Offers multiple IPSec tunnels between your existing network\\'s edge and your VCN, by
way of a DRG that you create and attach to your VCN. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure FastConnect: Offers a private
connection between your existing network\\'s edge and Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. Traffic does not traverse the
internet. Both private peering and public peering are supported. That means your on-premises hosts can access private
IPv4 addresses in your VCN as well as regional public IPv4 addresses in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (for example,
Object Storage or public load balancers in your VCN). You can use one or both types of the preceding connections. If
you use both, you can use them simultaneously, or in a redundant configuration. These connections come to your VCN
by way of a single DRG that you create and attach to your VCN. Without that DRG attachment and a route rule for the
DRG, traffic does not flow between your VCN and on-premises network. At any time, you can detach the DRG from your
VCN but maintain all the remaining components that form the rest of the connection. You could then reattach the DRG
again, or attach it to another VCN. 

 

QUESTION 14

Which two options are available within the service console of Autonomous Transaction Processing? 

A. Monitor the health of the database server including CPU, memory and query performance 

B. Configure resource management rules and reset the admin password 

C. Perform a manual backup of the ATP database 

D. Fine tune a long running query using optimizer hints 

Correct Answer: AB 
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QUESTION 15

You need to transfer over 12 TB of data from on-premises to your cloud account. You started copying this data over the
internet and noticed that it will take too long to complete. Without increasing the costs of your subscription, what is the
recommended way to send this amount of data to your cloud account? 

A. Use Data Transfer Service to send your data. 

B. Split the data into multiple parts and use the multipart tool. 

C. Use a 10 GB FastConnect line to send the data. 

D. Send the data over a VPN IPsec tunnel. 

E. Compress the data and use the multipart tool. 

Correct Answer: A 

References: 

Overview of Data Transfer Service 

Oracle offers offline data transfer solutions that let you migrate data to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. Moving 

data over the public internet is not always feasible due to high network costs, unreliable network 

connectivity, long transfer times, and security concerns. Our transfer solutions address these pain points, 

are easy to use, and provide significantly faster data upload compared to over-the- wire data transfer. 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/iaas/Content/DataTransfer/Concepts/overview.htm 
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